
Tennis Seniors Auckland News 
- The Inaugural "Wimby" Challenge 2018 - 

 
Hi everyone,  

On Saturday, we played our very first "Wimby" Challenge, a wooden rackets and white-attire 
social tournament scheduled to coincide with the Wimbledon finals weekend. Thirty-two players 
and nearly twenty supporters converged on Mission Bay for a great day of "yesteryear" tennis. It 
is fair to say that early matches proceeded quite quickly as people adjusted to the small heads and 
heavy swing-weights of the wooden rackets, but by the end of the day, we were treated to some 
great matches, albeit with a lot of slicing and dicing rather than powerful topspin drives! 

A huge thank you must be made to Julie Blow and Feleti Sofele for all their work in putting together 
such a superb day, that started with champagne and strawberries, and also included an amazing 
paella catered lunch and Julie's yummy nibbles throughout the day. Well done guys! 

With several people taking photos throughout the day, we have a large collection of memories 
from the tournament, some of which I have included below.  If you'd like a full-size copy of any of 
these photos, please contact me at grant.waller@xtra.co.nz).

 
 Ann with a stylish forehand Arnon sees the "funny" side! 

 

  
 Returns of serve - Allan on the backhand and Carol on the forehand 
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 Photo of the tournament - Pete Hunter with a delicate forehand volley (w. moustache)! 

 

 
 Our best-dressed pair, Louise ... ... and Peter (who also had a cream blazer)! 



 

 

 Men's winner, Robert Ottosen displays the concentration that took him to the Men's title! 

  

 

 Women's winner Victoria with a beautiful backhand John masters the wooden racket serve



 

 Janice surprises with a very tricky sliced underarm serve! 

  

 

 "Hairy" Feleti, with a backhand return Pete leaps high above Diana for the smash 



  

 

Backhand form from Gene on the left, and Diana on the right. 

 

Of course, it wasn't all just about the tennis. There was a good deal of socialising done between 

matches and following the completion of the tournament.  It was also wonderful to see some of 

our longest-serving members, Patsy Laird and Elaine Stephan (who, of course, played at the REAL 

Wimbledon), together with Jean Murry from Waikato, come down to watch some of the day's 

entertainment. 

 

Photos below show some of the festivities. 

 

 
 The players before the start of play Ed and Gene enjoy a rest 

 



 
 Women's winner, Victoria ... and runner-up, Hana 

 

  
 Men's winner, Robert ... and joint runners-up, John and Allan 

 

 

 Grant and Pete pose for a nostalgic photo 



 
 The lads enjoy a cold one! ... and so do the ladies! 

 

  
 Hanging out on the deck Rosanna and Mark 

 

 

Let's do it all again next year! 

 

 

Grant Waller 

President 


